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About this Guide
Purpose of this Guide
This guide describes the FAST Vignette Connector module and explains how to install and 
integrate it with your FAST Data Search installation.

Audience
This guide provides information for the following users:

System Integrators, who need to know how to integrate the FAST Vignette Connector 
module into existing installations of FAST Data Search.

How this Guide Integrates with the Standard FAST Data Search 
Documentation
This guide is a supplement to the standard documentation delivered with FAST Data 
Search. 

Conventions
This guide uses the following textual conventions:

Terminal output, contents of plaintext ASCII files will be represented using the 
following format:
All hostnames should be fully qualified domain names. 
What is the first node in the system? 
Terminal input from operators will be in the same but bold format:
What is the first node in the system? host1.fast.no 
Input of some logic meaning, will be enclosed in <> brackets:
Which port should the log server run on (default:16100)? <enter> 
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URL’s, directory paths, commands and the names of files, tags, and fields in 
paragraphs appear in the following format:
Run Setup.exe and follow the instructions.
User Interface page/window texts, buttons, and lists appear in the following format:
Click on Start Menu.
$FASTSEARCH or %FASTSEARCH% refer to an environment variable set to the 
directory where FAST Data Search is installed.
viii



         

Chapter 1

Module Description
About this Chapter
This chapter provides an overview of the FAST Data Search Vignette Connector Module.

This chapter includes:

Introduction
Structure and Function
Features
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Introduction
Vignette Content Management is a J2EE (Java 2, Enterprise Edition) platform that pro-
vides applications, workflows, and templates to manage content, sites, content types and 
objects, and deploy and deliver information. It also provides a workflow manager, a roles-
based command center and essential library services. The Vignette Command Center is a 
configurable, role-based management console that enables business and technical users to 
manage virtually all of their electronic assets and delivery applications through one inter-
face. Users can share assets and collaborate on various tasks, using e-mail, familiar 
desktop applications and Web-based applications.
The FAST Vignette Connector module supports data extraction and indexing from a 
Vignette Content Management Application (CMA).

Structure and Function
The Vignette content model is based on content types. They are defined through a set of 
attributes (user defined and pre-determined system attributes), taxonomies, and relation-
ships to other content types. Each type may have content instances with concrete values 
for any defined attribute. Deploying the FAST Vignette Connector module allows you to 
support search in the Content Management Application of Vignette V7 (7.1).

The FAST Vignette Connector module consists of the following submodules (Figure 1-1):

Figure 1-1   The FAST Vignette Connector module and its submodules
2
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A bulk indexer page is linked with the Vignette content management console. It is 
used to initiate a full scan and indexing of the content repository.
An event listener that waits for update messages from the content management server, 
gets the updated content itself and then passes this on to FAST Data Search.
The core connector is either called from the bulk indexer page or from the event 
listener. It performs processing as appropriate. It is configured through a properties 
file.

Features
The following features are supported:

In VCM terminology, the content to be indexed is content items.

Content items can have the following types of data indexed:
User attributes that are mapped to database tables. For these attributes, only those 
explicitly marked as searchable, are sent to the search engine for indexing.
Extensible attributes that can be defined with VCM content types. These must be 
marked as searchable in order to be indexed.
Content item attributes of related content items can be indexed. This requires that 
the related item has the primary key of the content item as a foreign key in its 
database table. 
System attributes (if available), such as creator, creationtime, lastmodifier etc.

The data types of attributes are mapped as follows: 
Tinyint, integer, dates and decimals are mapped to integer fields in FAST Data 
Search. Integer fields may have decimal precision.
Remaining data types are mapped to string fields.

Incremental updates are supported. Whenever a user edits and saves content, the 
connector is notified, and immediately sends an update message to Data Search. Thus, 
the search index reflects the content in VCM at all times.
Batch load through a scan of the content repository is supported.
The connector is implemented in Java and runs on all platforms supported by FAST 
Data Search and Vignette (Solaris, Windows, AIX).
As a convenience, the connector comes with a document processor that can map 
between the attribute names used in the VCM system, and the field names used in the 
search index.
3
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Chapter 2

Installing and Configuring the FAST Vignette
Connector Module

About this Chapter
This chapter describes how to install and configure the Vignette Connector for Data 
Search. The procedure consists of the following steps:

Installing the Module
Modifying the Property Files in the Installation Directory
Deploying the Vignette Connector on your WebLogic Server
Registering the Web Application
Registering the FAST Vignette Connector
Modifying the Vignette Console
Installing the Supplied Document Processor (Optional)
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Installing the Module
The FAST Vignette Connector and required libraries are contained in the zip file called 
VCMFAST.zip. To install the FAST Vignette Connector module, unzip this file to a loca-
tion accessible to the J2EE application server on which Vignette is deployed. Unzipping 
the VCMFAST.zip file generates the following file structure (Table 2-1):

Modifying the Property Files in the Installation 
Directory

Modify the properties files in the fastvcm/webapp directory as follows:

Table 2-1   

Directory Description
fastvcm/lib Contains dsapi.jar, xmlrpc-1.1.jar, VCMFAST.jar
fastvcm/doc Contains this module guide
fastvcm/webapp Contains the properties files
fastvcm/webapp/jsp Contains the jsp for bulk indexing (bulkindexer.jsp)

fastvcm/docproc

Contains a document processor for mapping names in the docu-
ment processing pipeline (MultiAttributeMapper.py), and its 
configuration file MultiAttributeMapper.xml. It also con-
tains an example mappings file

Table 2-2   

File Purpose Required Changes
no.fast.ds.content Specifies the class to use for 

content creation.
Do not modify this file

no.fast.ds.content.xmlrpc Specifies the connection to 
FAST Data Search

Add the host/port for the FAST 
Configuration Server and the 
FAST Content Distributor for 
your FAST Data Search instal-
lation. Also specify the name 
of the default collection.
6
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Controlling the Behavior of the Connector
This section lists the contents of the file .no.fast.vignette.indexer.properties. Lines begin-
ning with a number sign (#) are comments.
# NOTES
# These are properties that decide the data that is indexed by the 
connector
#
# Turn logging on with debug level
logging = debug
# Log file
logfile = C:\\Program Files\\Vignette\\working\\fast\\logs\\output.txt
# Whether to index system attributes
systemattributes = no
# Collection name
collection = vignettevcm
# Batch size for bulk upload to Data Search
batchsize = 500
# Relations to be indexed. The example below includes one such mapping 
specification.
# If you want multiple, separate them with semi-colon. Read the example 
below as follows:
# For the content type with XML name 'LINK' add a value for a  field 
'taxonomy' in the search index .
# The value to include is found by performing a Select on the 
System.map_link_taxonomy  table in the VIGN 
# database, where the primary key of the LINK item must match the value in 
the 'linkid' column. The value for 
# 'taxonomy' is the value found in the 'taxonomyid' column of the 
System.map_link_taxonomy table.
# In other words, the values to add to 'taxonomy' are found through 

no.fast.vignette.indexer Contains properties that 
describe the behavior of the 
FAST Vignette Connector.

Change the properties for log-
ging, the type of data to index 
with content items, and the col-
lection to use in Data Search. 
Valid logging values:

If no logging value is specified, 
the default is FATAL.

Table 2-2   

File Purpose Required Changes

ALL
DEBUG
ERROR
FATAL

INFO
OFF
WARN
7
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# SELECT taxonomyid FROM System.map_link_taxonomy WHERE linkid=<the 
primary key of the LINK item>
mappings = LINK.taxonomy->System.map_link_taxonomy.linkid.taxonomyid

Note! Whenever you change the properties file, make sure that you restart your 
VgnVCMServer in order for the changes to take effect.

Deploying the Vignette Connector on your 
WebLogic Server

To deploy the FAST Vignette Connector on your WebLogic server, do the following:
1 Open the Weblogic Server console (typically http://host:7001/console).
2 In the navigation pane, click mydomain -> Servers.

3 Click VgnVCMServer to open the server administration console.
8
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4 Click the Configuration tab, then Remote start.

5 Append the pathnames of all the jar files listed in Table 2-1 to the contents of the 
Class Path field as shown below.

Note! The class path field must contain a single line of text. This list of pathnames is 
shown on multiple lines for readability. The pathnames to append are shown in 
bold text.

d:/classes12.zip;C:\PROGRA~1\Vignette\V7\7.1\lib\xerces.jar;.;
C:\bea\WLSERV~1.1\lib\weblogic_sp.jar;
C:\bea\WLSERV~1.1\lib\weblogic.jar;
C:\fastvcm\lib\dsapi.jar;
C:\fastvcm\lib\VCMFAST.jar;
C:\fastvcm\lib\xmlrpc-1.1.jar;
9
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C:\fastvcm\webapp;
C:\fastvcm\lib\thirdparty-combined.jar;
C:\fastvcm\lib\vgn-appsvcs-cma.jar

Note! The two files thirdparty-combined.jar and vgn-appsvcs-cma.jar are 
available with your Vignette system and must be copied into the fastvcm\lib 
directory. However, if the classpath includes these jars already, you don't have 
to add them again.

The list of pathnames to append is shown below on a single line so that you can copy-
and-paste it into your Weblogic Server console:

C:\fastvcm\lib\dsapi.jar;C:\fastvcm\lib\VCMFAST.jar;C:\fastvcm\lib
\xmlrpc-1.1.jar;C:\fastvcm\webapp;C:\fastvcm\lib\thirdparty-
combined.jar;C:\fastvcm\lib\vgn-appsvcs-cma.jar

6 Click Apply. 
7 Stop the application server and restart it.

Registering the Web Application 
Register a web application with a web page for initiating the bulk indexer. 
1 Open the Weblogic Server console (typically http://host:7001/console) in a 

new browser window.
2 Click the Web Applications node to the left of the console.
3 Click Configure a new Web Application on the frame that appears to the right.
10
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4 Fill in the name of the application (fast) and the path to the directory in which to place 
the new web application as shown in the example below:

5 Click Create 
6 Select the Files tab, and deselect Index Directories.
11
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7 Click Apply.
8 Select the Targets tab, and choose the VgnVCMServer as target server. 

9 Click Apply.
10 Select the Configuration/General tab.
12
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11 Deselect Deployed and click Apply. 
12 Select Deployed again and click Apply.

Registering the FAST Vignette Connector
To register the FAST Vignette Connector with your Vignette application, do the following:
1 Start the configuration console. This is a Windows application and is started from the 

Start menu by selecting Start -> Programs -> Vignette Content Management Suite 
-> Configuration Console.

2 Open the Vignette V7 Content Suite folder.
3 Select Vignette V7 Content Delivery Services -> Content Management Stage -> 

Content Delivery Services -> Application Services -> Events 
4 For each of the following events, add no.fast.vignette.indexer.VCMFASTListener to 

the Listeners listed: 
PostPersistence.Create
PostPersistence.Delete
PostPersistence.Update. 

This is done by copying from the Run value to the Config value, then add a comma, 
then the class string. Finally select ok.
13
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5 For events that have already listeners added, do the following:
a Right-click on the node Vignette V7 Content Suite and select Manage Product 

Settings -> Push Product Changes 
b Right-click on Vignette V7 Content Delivery Services -> Content 

Management Stage -> Content Delivery Services -> Content Deployment 
Agents -> Content Deployment Agent

6 Restart the agent(s).
a Right click on an agent and select stop.
b Right click on an agent and select start.

Modifying the Vignette Console
You need to modify the Vignette console so that there is a way to initiate the bulk indexing 
of content instances. This is done by adding some HTML code to the console page:
1 Open the Vignette content management console.
2 Select Workbench -> Roles on the top menu bar.
14
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3 Click the Application Administrator link.
4 From the window that appears, select the Actions tab
5 In the HTML code that is displayed, add the following table row to the table at the top 

as shown in the screen shot:
<tr nowrap="nowrap">
<td class="actionBkgrd"><a href="/fast/jsp/bulkindexer.jsp" 
target="_new" class="roleAction"><img height="13" hspace="8"
src="/AppConsole/common/images/action.gif" width="16" 
align="absMiddle"
border="0" />Start bulk indexing<a>
</td>
</tr>

On the start page of your application, you can now see a link Start bulk indexing at the 
top. Now the FAST Vignette Connector is ready to work.

Note! When executed, bulkindexer.jsp immediately starts a scan of the content 
repository. Upon completion, it outputs a status message. If you need a more 
sophisticated web page for starting this function, you can create one that uses 
the Java class VCMFASTBulkIndexer, that is found in VCMFAST.jar. 
Examine bulkindexer.jsp to see how this class is used. Basically, all you 
have to do is to add the following code to your JSP:
15
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VCMFASTBulkIndexer bulkIndexer=new 
VCMFASTBulkIndexer();bulkIndexer.indexAll();

Installing the Supplied Document Processor 
(Optional)

On Windows platforms, the procedure is:
1  Copy fastvcm\docproc\MultiAttributeMapper.py to 

$FASTSEARCH\lib\python2.2\processors.
2 Copy fastvcm\docproc\MultiAttributeMapper.xml to 

$FASTSEARCH\etc\processors.
3 Create a mapping file similar to the example file fastvcm\docproc\vignette-

mappings.xml and put it somewhere accessible from the Data Search node, such as 
$FASTSEARCH\etc.

4 Restart all procservers.
5 Create an instance of the MultiAttributeMapper in the Document Processing 

pages of the Data Search Admin GUI. Remember to point to the mappings file that 
you have made.

6 Include the stage created in the previous step early in your document processing 
pipeline.

Note! NOTE: Repeat the procedure for all document processing nodes.
16



         

Chapter 3

Configuring FAST Data Search to Process Your
Vignette Content

About this Chapter

This chapter discusses the mapping between the content types defined in VCM and an 
index profile in Data Search. It also briefly mentions document processing and how to 
operate and verify that the connector works as expected.
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Content Types and Index Profile
When defining content types in the Vignette management console, make sure of the fol-
lowing items:

When documents are added to the document processing pipeline, the names of 
document elements are the XML names for content type attributes in VCM. These 
names are not accepted as field names in Data Search. This means that the elements 
must be mapped to valid field names before indexing. 
There are two ways to accomplish this:

Use the 'element-name' attribute of a field in the index profile. In this example 
ARTICLE-TITLE is the content type attribute:
<field name="articletitle" element-name=""ARTICLE-TITLE" />

Use the MultiAttributeMapper document processor. As described above, this 
reads a mappings file and maps names accordingly.

In section Features on page 3, data type mappings are described briefly. Make sure 
that the data type of the content type attributes are mapped appropriately to text or 
integer data types for fields in FAST Data Search. 

Map tinyint, integer, and Date attributes to the integer data type as in the 
following example:
<field name="articlemodifieddate" element-name="ARTICLE-
MODIFIEDDATE" type="integer"/> 

Map float to an integer field with a given decimal precision, as in the following 
example:
<field name="articleprice" element-name="ARTICLE-PRICE" 
type="integer" decimalprecision="2"/> 

This will represent price attributes with two decimal places. 

Note! When a search is made on this field, you have to multiply the value by 100: 
articleprice:<10000 gives a search for articles priced below 100.00.

All other data types supported by Vignette Content Management must be mapped 
to fields of type string.

When selecting the fields for the index profile, use the following guidelines:
The index profile should reflect the union of all the content types in the system. If 
the content types share many attributes, you can reuse the fields. For example, if 
ARTICLE-TITLE and REPORT-TITLE both exist, you can map them to one 'title' 
field in the index profile. Reusing fields is not required but may simplify the index 
profile.
18
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The index profile should include a field named 'contenttype'. This makes it 
possible to limit the search based on content type, for example, searching only for 
'Article' items.
If you expect frequent changes in the content type definitions but cannot rebuild 
the search index every time you change the index profile, consider using a generic 
index profile. Add a number of generic textual and numeric fields and use the 
mapping document processor to map from the content type attributes to these 
generic field names. If a new content type is added, add the attributes to the 
mapping file.
If you want lemmatization for some fields, add one additional field for each of 
those fields. For example, add a 'lemtitle' field. Then, in the pipeline, make sure 
that the lemtitle element gets the lemmatized values for 'title'.
If you want the GUID of content items to be available in the search results, add a 
field with name guid in the index profile: <field name="guid"/>

Indexing System Attributes
All content items have a fixed set of metadata that describes important aspects of the data. 
These are:

Creator
Creation time
TIme of last modification
Last modifier
Last modification comment
Lock owner (if the item is locked)
Lock time
Status (approved or not)

To index system attributes:
1 Set the property below:

systemattributes = yes 

2 Add the following fields to the index profile:
<field name="creator" />
<field name="creationtime" type="integer" />
<field name="lastmodtime" type="integer" />
<field name="lastmodifier" />
<field name="lastmodcomment" />
<field name="lockowner" />
<field name="locktime" type="integer" />
<field name="status" />
19
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Document Processing
Document processing will depend on the content types and the search needs of a particular 
content management application. The Vignette Content Management system is highly 
configurable, thus there is no fixed way of setting up a pipeline to cover every need. The 
simplest case is to just pass the values to the core search engine 'as is'. For this case, use a 
pipeline consisting of the following stages:

DocInit 
FixmlGenerator 
RTSOutput 

If you want to include mappings through the MultiAttributeMapper document processor, 
as well as tokenization and lemmatization, you can have a pipeline with the following 
stages:

 DocInit
VignetteMapper (assume this is the name of the MultiAttributeMapper stage)
VignetteTokenizer (assume this is the name of the Tokenizer stage)
VignetteLemmatizer (assume this is the name of the Lemmatizer stage)
FixmlGenerator
RTSOutput

Operation and Verification
You can verify that the bulk indexing process you have set up is working properly by 
clicking the Start bulk indexing link that you have installed earlier (see section Modifying 
the Vignette Console on page 14).

After having selected the link, make sure that the content instances are passed on to your 
FAST Data Search installation, for example by looking at the FAST Data Search Adminis-
trator Interface, Collection Overview page.

If no items show up, search the logs of your Vignette Content Management application for 
error messages. In addition, check the FAST Vignette Connector log that is specified in the 
configuration file.
To verify the incremental indexing process: in the Vignette Content Management console, 
try to create a new content item that has searchable attributes and is represented in your 
FAST Data Search index profile. After an item has been saved, verify that a document has 
been created and passed on to your FAST Data Search installation.
20
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Searching the Content
Here are some example queries that would typically be used in a CMA search application:

Searching for all content items: meta.collection:vignettevcm (or another collection 
name if appropriate)
Searching for all articles: contenttype:article
Searching for all articles that have the word 'Software' in the title: 
+contenttype:article +articletitle:Software
Searching for all articles with creation date between 30th Oct 2002 and 3rd March 
2003: +contenttype:article +creationdate:[20021030;20030303]

For a detailed explanation of the search syntax of Data Search, refer to the FAST Data 
Search 3.2  Integration Guide
21
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